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Let’s pause first

🧘



5 ways to managing receivables, avoid 
missed payments, and maintain sufficient 

revenues in this crazy time



1. Accept electronic payments
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DISBARRED❌



2. Shift cost of electronic 
payment to clients









Two ways to “surcharge:”
 Surcharging & Discounting



Three things to keep in mind

1. Card Rules

2. State Laws

3. Rules of Professional Conduct



 Discounting



1. The discount must be displayed as an actual discount from the full price of the services. 

2. In the eyes of the card brands, a discount is not a service fee or other additional fee 

charged on all services and then removed for those paying by means other than 

cards.* 

3. Clearly notify clients of the discount at the time of payment, in a fee agreement and 

with signage at the firm’s offices.

4. Discounting may be applied to both credit and debit cards.

Discounting: Card Rules & Best Practices

*Note: Firms can accomplish this by displaying two prices on an invoice: a credit price and a check/bank transfer price



Discounting: State Laws



Discounting: State Laws

Permitted in every state



Discounting: Ethics Opinions and Rules

Permitted insofar as we can tell



Surcharging 



1. Firms intending to surcharge must notify Visa and Mastercard 30 days in advance of 
beginning to surcharge.

2. Surcharging is limited to credit cards only; the practice is not allowed on all debit cards 
even if they have a Visa/MC logo.

3. The amount of the surcharge must not exceed the amount it costs to process that 
card.* 

4. In no case, may the surcharge exceed 4%.
5. Clearly notify clients of the surcharge at the time of payment, in a fee agreement and 

with signage at the firm’s offices.
6. Use a payments system that calculates the total amount of the payment after the 

surcharge is added; do not simply provide a surcharge percentage and require the 
client to do their own math.

7. Provide a receipt with the surcharge amount clearly identified.

Surcharging: Card Rules & Best Practices

*Note: This rule makes it difficult to implement surcharging when firms are paying different amounts to process certain types 
of credit cards



Surcharging: State Laws



Surcharging: Ethics opinions and RPCs

Other states: 

Mostly permitted, 
though YMMV

Not permitted: Alabama & 
Michigan



Can you surcharge clients?

https://rebrand.ly/GravityLegalSurcharging



3. Use your trust account



Collection Rate







4. Leverage alternative fee 
structures



Alternative Fee Structures
(Not Exhaustive)

1. Installment

2. Flat fees

3. Subscription



Tips on determining flat fees

1. Use hourly rate as a guide

2. May be practice area specific

3. You may (probably will) lose 

money to begin with



Subscription Fees

1. Get off hourly model
2. Understand subscription pricing 

3. What’s included?
4. Setting it up

5. Selling it 



5. Explore a lifeline





https://rebrand.ly/GravityCOVIDResources





Bonus! Find community



Find community



Recap

1. Accept Electronic Payments

2. Shift cost of payments to clients

3. Use a trust account

4. Leverage alternative fee structures

5. Explore a lifeline

Bonus: Find community
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